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New guidelines

Џ؆ᑋԪ۶ྲـሃϘјጁᏚ

regulating sales practices of

ழहᝯߞࢽєȄྲࢽєԒգϬԊȂڭЏݺ
ĳıĲıՐĶѡĲĵџӠੜȄ
ᆾᇒ؊ݺĳıĲıՐĶѡķџᗝ֖ୃ߰ྻȂгҿգᝯྲࢽє
ߞদᙇȄᆾᇒ؊֖ࣆᗁ໗ִ⃨كוЃЀሲȈȶϘߡѽ
ڽȂϘјጁߞᏚழјޱєዃߞᝯަȂփѷԳಯ҃

first-hand

properties

ನऎϞయᏚጁጹȂ၃௱ళӡЙԢߞᏚழјޱȄྲࢽє

T

he Estate Agents Authority (EAA) has
consolidated and updated the guidelines on the
sale of first-hand properties and the resultant three
new practice circulars took effect on 14 May 2010.

ᆾᇒ؊֖ࣆᗁ໗ִ⃨كוЃЀ۶ே֖ᗁᆾཀᇯᚳԐӠᗝ֖ୃ߰ྻȂ
ᚎЬ؊ўබϘјጁጹᏚழҍߞྲே഼טȄ
EAA Chief Executive Officer Mrs Rosanna Ure and Director of
Operations Mr Anthony Wong hold a press briefing on the new
practice circulars on the sale of first-hand properties.

The EAA held a press briefing on 6 May 2010
to announce key points of the new guidelines.
EAA Chief Executive Officer Mrs Rosanna Ure said,
“Sales practices related to first-sale properties have
long been of great concern to the public. This is
particularly so as practitioners have been adopting
new tactics in the sale of first-hand properties. The
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୵Ϟ୨ԪЙᙝᢏмߞҾ۶ᏚழјޱҳȂӺᢰԳಯ҃
ನधݽـ෪ᆾᇒ؊ߞգᝯഢܠȄȷ
ִщႃ҇Ȃ֯ऎഢᇒԳಯ҃ನேߞᑟᅹȂᆾᇒ؊գ

new guidelines were issued in response to everchanging market conditions and sales practices
and to facilitate the trade’s understanding of all the
regulations on the subject.”

ቮঋళۤᏋзߞనࣉȂؼຠϘјጁጹߞᏚழ૩ؔȂፁ
࠲ߏӹݽг༟ȃгӀ۶гӒȄݙգం৶ȂЙᎢ࣏
ڽЂݕЈгҦȂቮᓲ֖ࢽєȄ
ྲᑋԪߞ഼ טŜ ፠ၳȈĲıĮıĳġ ĩńœĪȃĲıĮıĴġ ĩńœĪġ фġ ĲıĮ
ıĵġ ĩńœȟŞġжऎϬԊȂж־ಉሏȈϘјጁጹᏚழԳᙇߞ
૩ؔȃ࠳ᏚϘјጁጹߞᑆՇфϘјጁጹߞߏႤ
ਫ਼ȄȞࠑϘȟ
թҳȂऎϞᢰधـϞႋࢽєߞаਟȂᆾᇒ؊ே֖ᗁ
ᆾཀᇯᚳԐӠࡈྻ߰ୃݺॗڍϞУਛ၃௱ணሃϘјጁ

ᆾᇒ؊ே֖ᗁᆾཀᇯᚳԐӠԨУ༡၃௱ணሃϘјጁጹᏚழߞԳಯ҃
ನгҦߞᇒನኸ៚៖ྲ഼ߞטѹঋаਟȄ
EAA Director of Operations Mr Anthony Wong explains the new
circulars to the management of five estate agency firms which have
been heavily involved in the sale of first-hand properties.

Mrs Ure pointed out that as the regulator of the
estate agency trade, the EAA has the duty to take
whatever measures needed to improve order at
first-sale sites and to ensure property transactions
are conducted in a fair, open and transparent
manner. All practitioners, be they from big or small
agencies, have to comply with the new measures.
The three separate circulars (No. 10-02 (CR), 1003 (CR) and 10-04 (CR)) cover maintaining order
at first-sale sites, practitioners’ conduct in firstsale activities and providing property information on
first-sale developments. (Table 1)
To facilitate the trade’s understanding of the
guidelines, EAA Director of Operations Mr Anthony
Wong met with the management of five estate
agency companies which have been heavily
involved in the promotion of first-hand properties
to carefully explain the guidelines to them, and
to remind them to adopt appropriate measures
to ensure their practitioners’ compliance with the
regulations.
Mr Anthony Wong said, “If practitioners are proven

ᅿᆓถྱЅஈཾۏষོкৰగҗಈӑҡޟཎَ
ᇒ؊యҍߞྲϘјጁጹᏚழே഼טႎᆽѿȂಉሏԺৎፑඛȄᆾᇒ؊ሮऎȂЙ
Ꭲ࣏Գಯ҃ನгҦᇒನኸȂࡈ࣏ݕغ።ߞం৶Ȃൌᕕႍ҇жϞႋ഼ߞטаਟȂڭ
ᓲՇݙգഢܠȄ

ᆾ

ం৶ॶᓲంգᝯࢽєȂЙ֭କ෩ڻᔹᎳߞއசПࢉїȂԳಯ҃ನߞгಿ؛ϵఀ
ѽ෩Ȅ
Comments from EAA Licensing and Practice Committee Chairman Mr William
Leung
he new practice circulars on first-sale properties issued by the EAA are comprehensive
and detailed, covering different aspects of the subject. Both the management of estate
agencies and frontline practitioners should thoroughly understand the circulars and comply
with all the regulations.

T

Should practitioners follow the guidelines, not only will they be able to provide quality
services to their clients, the public image of estate agents will also be enhanced.
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ጹᏚழߞԳಯ҃ನгҦߞᇒನኸȂԨҁেႎᗾႋࢽ
єаਟȂڭ෩ᓹҁেళۤᏋညߞనࣉၢᅁே֖գᝯഢ
ܠȄ
ཀᇯᚳԐӠࠑӯȈȶం৶ॶജᝋᅁჁхࢽєȂҞᏎ
ᆾᇒ؊॔ࢠۘ໗Ȃ൵ទদߞжऎᅣᏚ๕Ȅȷ
ऎϞўधே֖ࢽєȂᆾᇒ؊жݺ־ĶѡКфķѡᗝ
ᓱࢺ᠈་ᗾਲ਼ȂԨం৶ႎᗾႋࢽєаਟȄ

to have breached the regulations, they may be
subject to disciplinary sanctions by the EAA. The
most serious sanction is licence revocation.”
To help the trade comply with the guidelines, the
EAA held a Continuing Professional Development
(CPD) seminar in mid-May and will hold another
one in June to explain to practitioners the new
guidelines in greater detail.

ߒΙȈஈཾ֙ौᘈ

Table 1: Highlights of the practice circulars
ᕕѽ੩ব؛ՑԨਛӹ҃ҁߞ៳ݙгҦҪ҃ࠑ
ਣȃҪ҃ࠑਛȂݕغԢ҃ࠑਣф
ਛȄ

Practitioners must inform prospective buyers in writing whether their agency
company acts for the developer, prospective purchaser or both.

ӏఀۖਣఱᡋȂЙఀѽࠛێݕҁԩ၍తݕۦ
Ԩਛۤԇ֣ภ༵Ȅ

Practitioners must not accept or solicit any money, whether described as a
deposit or not, from prospective purchasers without the developer’s authorisation.

ЙఀԨਛ෩ڻภȂ߰ݕ෩ҍ෩ڻภߞ࢙
៉Ȃ๑Ꭲႍຊภ༵֯ԇ֣ӡȄ

Practitioners must not make loans or propose to make loans to prospective
purchasers for any purpose.

ᕕ෩ᓹਛྍழጁሲށ੩ԕߞށඏ֜ᅁቫব
ᒕȂЙঋᓥంᣍऻӯፑඏ֜ݙఀߞᅆඏ֜বᒕߞ
ᣍྏȄ

Practitioners should remind prospective purchasers to pay attention to the actual
dimensions of the units as stated in the sales brochure and not to rely only on
their perception of the size of the units gathered from viewing the show flats.

ӏۤఀਛߞ੩বԢྍȂЙҞՉవѽਛߞࠫ
ӡᶗӹѾࠛȄ

Practitioners should not arrange for payment of deposits using the credit cards of
prospective purchasers without their written consent.

ЙҞԴዃטКබߏߞ۹ඛᖖᄩ֯ҍሱᐱݑ൘গȂ
ڼՂԴዃטКߏࠢࠕߞጁՆନԳȂЙᢖӯ
ࠢࠕጁՆݕനࣉȂݕЂࠕֲࠢؼጁՆߞ࢘Ȅ

Practitioners should not misrepresent the surroundings of a development in
their promotional materials: for example, by drawing green pastures around the
development when there are in fact buildings and structures in the nearby area,
omitting certain nearby buildings or facilities, or substantially lowering the height
of nearby buildings.

ᕕ࢙៉ਛᏦӤਣ෩ڻழጁሲށ੩фኊӫ
ࠑаߞႤਫ਼ȂԨਛ෩ڻਣߞኊӫࠑаݙԕ
ႶߞߏবᒕфѽߏȶᅁӡবᒕȷᇖߞُӀў
ݕӀўռߞኊߞႤਫ਼Ȅ

Practitioners must advise prospective purchasers to carefully study the
information in the sales brochures and price lists, and provide to prospective
buyers information concerning the area of property and the price per square foot
or metre of the “Saleable Area” as contained in the price lists supplied by the
developer.

༷ँϘԩ৶ЍᆾရȞ༷ऎࢺ๕Գಯ҃ನȟȂയ
ᆾఠജᎠँ݀ϘјጁጹᏚழԳᙇЍ֯ߞ৶ЍȄգᝯ
гҦᕕᆽأԨᆾᇒ؊෩ڻႍԩᆾရߞܖԩ۶๕ၳ
ፅȇԴጁጹ༟ழьϘчࡈȂԨᆾᇒ؊הӹജᎠँ
ۖϘјጁጹᏚழᙇߞ৶ЍԩඏȄ

Each estate agency company must assign a controller (who must be the holder
of an estate agent’s licence) to oversee all company staff deployed to a first-sale
site. The estate agency company must provide the name and licence number
of the controller to the EAA as soon as possible; it must provide the EAA with a
copy of the list of staff to be deployed to a first-sale site at least one day before
the launch of the first-sale property.

Ղ๑ਣȂЙҞԴϘјጁጹᏚழᙇݢᢦӠ
ྍȇӏۤఀਣߞ੩বԢྍНࡈȂЙҞҍዃ
טȄ

No practitioners other than those of the estate agency companies appointed by
the developer should solicit business at the first-sale sites. Practitioners must not
issue advertisements without the written consent of the developer.

ЙҞ૭Դ֖ژႽϯȃវᅟژᏃݕВᙘᏼᏺϠЀȄ

Practitioners must not stand on the carriageway, intercept vehicles or distract
drivers.

యᏚߞ֖ऎЙҞჅжȂڼՂࠡᅟ֖ϠȃЙᙝหሲ
؍ݕᔌ֖ϠȄ

Practitioners must not be over-aggressive when conducting promotional
activities, e.g. persistent solicitation or stalking.

ໜȈ౬Ϟႋ഼ߞטႎаਟȂணᏦᆾᇒ؊ᇨ
www.eaa.org.hkȄ

Note: For details of the practice circulars, please refer to the EAA website:
www.eaa.org.hk .
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